
Daniel
Sticky Note
December 3, 1977 7:00AMA failed attempt at a piece followed by the Sonatina in A. Frances had been born October 29, 1977 and we were living at 625 Tombstone Canyon Road, Bisbee, Arizona.

Daniel
Typewritten Text
Sonatina

Daniel
Sticky Note
Notice I changed it from "Sonatina" to "Sonata". This was likely due to the difficulty that developed in technique as the piece unfolded. But now, I'm ok with "Sonatina" - perhaps or perhaps not will I add a 2nd and 3rd movement. There are more important things to do first...
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Alto Recorder
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Soprano Recorder
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Dec. 4, 1977 morn[ing] of the "get together"This was a concert of four of us playing a Beethoven quartet (me on viola) at a local "get together" which was organized by one of the players.
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2:45PM aft[ernoon]Before 1st Bisbee studentSo, now married on Oct. 4th, 1977 and leaving Sierra Vista for Bisbee, I now began on taking students. 
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after lesson
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Dec. 6, 8:30PM
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add heremeanins, add an insert here...
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Sat.[urday] Dec. 10, 1977
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Dec. 11eve[ening]The circle designates special people in my life celebrating their birthday.
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Dec. 13, 1977 eve[ening]
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simdpwm
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Dec. 19, 1977after Bowes Rd. DonkeysBowes Rd. was a home mother and dad purchased for me at the end of my time in Tucson at the Univ. of Arizona.
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Jan. 14, Sat. 1978
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cut to Page 7after Breakfast to d minor insteadNO on Theme here



Daniel Leo Simpson
Sticky Note
Lena Kramer is my mother's mother - don't know the year she was born. Mother always told me it would be an easy day for me to remember my grandmother's birthday because it was one month to the day past Christmas.  Since both my dad's parents died when he was 10, and Lena's husband, Daniel Leo Ahern, died in the 40's, she was the only grandparent I ever knew.  She died not long after we moved in 1967 to Arizona - 1968 I believe.  I still remember Bill and I in my bedroom talking and dad quietly opening the bedroom door saying grandmother had passed.  From here, I immediately went to the yellow manuscript tablet to copy the entire piece out with all the inserts where they should be - then to an ink score. 
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Showing it was begun in December 1977 and  so here begins the first "clean" pencil copy on the day I finished it, January 25, 1977. From there, I would go to ink. The marks in ink at bar 5, 9, 13 etc. show the system on the ink copy which helped me not lose my place.
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atsa no good
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March 5, 1978(Reading Mae West autobiography)
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sequence in Vivion 9-4-91 (Oct. 4, 1991)Pacific Palisades California.So, composed in 1977, and without ever having been performed, it was finally "heard"  being sequenced in 1991 in Los Angeles where I lived on Sunset Blvd. at the Fountainblue Apartments just before the slope downhill to Pacific Coast Hwy. This ink copy done  using this May 1978 as seen in the footnote...
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This Piece and the piece "For Frances" were ommitted from the main body of piano music. They for (and the Song of Thanksgiving) a trio of pieces from Bisbee and are a link between the Inventions to the Etudes and 2 piano sonatas Op. 17 & 19. Incredibly however, the crowning piece, The Romanza, was also written at Bisbee 4 years before Etude in C No.6 and sonatas. The Composer9-4-91 9:57PM Postcard to Pike & CarnerThis would make a nice symphonic piece10:28
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